This license applies to Customers Of BillsOnlineVideos.com
& BillVannot.com
VIDEOS & SALESLETTER COPY!
If you are a customer of BillsOnlineVideos.com or
BillVannot.com you get these rights.
Please be sure to follow the terms as described below.
Any violation of these terms can result in the termination
of your license without compensation or notice. We have
shut down violators of these terms and will continue to do
so as we find them.
Others that have bought the plr rights to this product are
continually searching for violators and bring it to or
attention very quickly.
These products are created to give you the highest of
value to you and your business and we would hope that
you would expect nothing less for yourself than just
delivering high value to your customers.
We have seen the stuff that is out there being given away
and sold as PLR and it is nothing but rehashed stuff, that
you can get anywhere you look. We are aiming to set a
higher standard in this industry and hope that you will
follow along with this trend.
Become a marketer of choice with a highly respected
reputation and you will soon see your business growing in
ways you never thought possible.

* Suggested Selling Prices
Sell Personal Rights - $7
Sell Resale Rights - $17
[YES] Can Sell This Product
[YES] Can Be Packaged with Paid Products.
5 PRODUCTS MAXIMUM CAN BE BUNDLED
[YES] Can Be Offered as a bonus to Paid Product
[YES] Can Be Added to monthly Paid MEMBERSHIP or
Training SITES
* If you have a membership site where people pay a one
time fee to get into download 100's of products, then you
cannot include resell rights to this product in that bundle.
[YES] Can Put Your Name on the Sales Page
[YES] Can Sell Resale Rights (Does not relate to PLR,
meaning your Customers can resell the videos as is...)
[YES] You can stamp your name on the videos, but you
cannot sell PLR.
You CANNOT Give your customers the AVI files
You CANNOT Offer In Firesales
You CANNOT Offer in Dimesales
You CANNOT Offer These Videos in Firesales if there are
more than 5 products.

You CANNOT Sell Master Resale Rights to videos as is.
You CANNOT Sell these through Auction Sites
You CANNOT Give away resell rights for free
You CANNOT Give away videos for free
You CANNOT Claim Original Copyright
Repeat: You CANNOT Sell Private Label Rights
Pricing: When pricing your products, please remember
that lower prices do not always mean more sales. In the
minds of many people, a low price means a low quality
product.

Dedicated to your list building success
Bill Vannot
bill@billvannot.com
Blog:
http://www.BillVannot.com
PLR & Online Video Training Site
http://www.BillsonlineVideos.com

